Track the latest arts and cultural events in and between Asia and Europe.

**EVENTS**

**FROM - TO**

08 SEP 2021 - 17 SEP 2021

**culture360 Media**

Partner | Res Artis Conference: Defining the Next Decade

**EVENTS**

ASIA  EUROPE

**FROM - TO**

28 SEP 2021 - 14 OCT 2021

**ADESTE+ Summer School 2021**

**EVENTS**

EUROPE  INTERNATIONAL

**FROM - TO**

29 JUN 2021 - 29 JUN 2021

**Restructure and connect | online event on cultural networks and artist residencies**

**EVENTS**

EUROPE  INTERNATIONAL  NETHERLANDS

**FROM - TO**

25 JUN 2021 - 27 JUN 2021

**Situated Knowledges — Art and Curating on**

**EVENTS**

EUROPE  INTERNATIONAL

**FROM - TO**

28 JUL 2021 - 30 JUL 2021

**Munich | TANZWERKSTATT EUROPA 2021 dance workshop programme**

**EVENTS**

EUROPE  GERMANY  INTERNATIONAL

**FROM - TO**

28 JUL 2021 - 30 JUL 2021

**Encatc 6-part online training series on Post-Covid-19 social media strategy**

**EVENTS**

ASIA  EUROPE

**FROM - TO**

01 JUL 2021 - 04 AUG 2021

**Beyond Resilience? Resetting international cultural relations [online event]**

**EVENTS**

EUROPE  INTERNATIONAL

**FROM - TO**

28 JUN 2021 - 28 JUN 2021

**Professor Whyatt, University of Warwick | Restructure and connect | online event on cultural networks and artist residencies**

**EVENTS**

EUROPE  INTERNATIONAL

**FROM - TO**

27 JUL 2021 - 06 AUG 2021

**Munich | TANZWERKSTATT EUROPA 2021 dance workshop programme**

**EVENTS**

EUROPE  INTERNATIONAL

**FROM - TO**

14 MAY 2021 - 27 JUN 2021

**Porto | Bienal’21 Fotografia do Porto - Photography Exhibition**

**EVENTS**

PORTUGAL

**FROM - TO**

17 JUN 2021 - 17 JUN 2021

**Building Back Better with the Creative**

**EVENTS**

PORTUGAL

**FROM - TO**

17 JUN 2021 - 17 JUN 2021

**Building Back Better with the Creative**
EVENTS
CHINA INTERNATIONAL SWITZERLAND
FROM - TO 22 MAY 2021 - 13 JUL 2021
Queensland | Baltic Mini Textile exhibition

EVENTS
ASIA SINGAPORE
FROM - TO 21 MAY 2021 - 31 DEC 2021
A Passage to Asia: 25 Centuries of Exchange between Asia & Europe

EVENTS
BELGIUM INTERNATIONAL SWITZERLAND
FROM - TO 28 MAY 2021 - 28 MAY 2021
Cultural mobility in the New Normal: How can we continue to support knowledge exchange and mentoring of young arts professionals?

ABOUT ASEF CULTURE360
culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information, facilitating dialogue and stimulating reflection on the arts and culture of the two regions.
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